Magnum polyurethane wheels are designed to meet today’s most stringent ergonomic needs. These premium polyurethane wheels are standard with crowned treads, sealed precision ball bearings and top hat reducing bushings for optimum rollability. Magnum wheels will perform well in both manual and power-towed material handling applications.

**FEATURES**
- **Wheel face:** Round tread
- **Finish:** Blue, Red, Orange or Black on Aluminum
- **Temperature Range:** -40°F to +180°F
- **Hardness:** Standard blue 95 Shore A
- Wheels are complete with top hat and spacers

**WHEEL OPTIONS**
- Note: Select bearings featured are recommended for standard applications. For special applications or alternate bearings consult factory. See bearing information on page 13
- For customization & special application options, please consult factory
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Excellent in automotive manufacturing applications!